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It is also a multi-platform video splitter, and you can convert AVI to MP4, MPG, WAV, MPEG, FLV, 3GP, AVI, WMV, MP4, MOV, 3G2, 3G2, VOB, H.264/AVC, AVI, MP4, F4V, RM, RMVB. Key Features It is the only video splitting tool which has large video file input capability, supports progressive JPEG and BMP
image format. The output videos will be set with the specified start time and/or end time. The output videos can be viewed by you or distributed to friends and others. It is easy to use and reliable, and much more powerful than other video splitters. Processing batch of files is easy for this excellent

software. Support batch conversion. And many other outstanding features as follow. Compared with other Splitter, more easy and efficient. It allows you to set duration of the split clips by specifying the start time and end time. The output video files can be played in popular video players. It has custom
player, after splitting, the output videos can be played in a window. It has the ability to convert videos of varying image sizes, resolutions and frame rates. You can preview a video file to edit it by yourself in the preview window. It also supports to convert AVI to MP4, H.264/AVC, MOV, RM, RMVB, MPEG,

WMV, FLV, ASF. Output video: MP4, MOV, AVI, FLV, 3GP, WMV, MPEG, H.264/AVC, RM. Output video: WMV, MPEG. Output video: MPG. Output video: AVI. Output video: H.264/AVC. Output video: ASF. Output video: WMV. Output video: MOV. Output video: 3GP. Output video: MPEG. Output video: MP4.
Output video: RM. Output video: RMVB. Output video: FLV. Output video: AVI. Output video: 3G2. Output video: FLV. Output video: 3G2. Output video: MP4. Output video: AVCHD. Output video: DVR. Output video: AVI. Output video: RM.
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- It can split large AVI video files into several small clips; - Split the AVI video files according to the marked position by time; - Automatically split a video file according to the marked position or time. - Split a video file into smaller files with the aid of simple steps, without quality lost. - Video file splitting is
easy to carry out; - It supports split files of different formats (AVI, MPEG, WMV, MP4, H.264/AVC, MKV, MPG, MOV, etc.) or different versions (same format version and the different revision numbers of the same format); - 4 different splitting modes are offered: mode manual, mode auto, mode by time,

mode by position; - Supports all popular display (title, subtitles, chapter markers, etc.) and popular media players; - It features as the helpful video converter and video editor tool for you to edit video files. With 5Star AVI Video Splitter Crack For Windows, you can easily split your large AVI video files into
several smaller clips as you wish. The intuitive interface with very quick conversion speed allows you to split a video file manually or automatically. High quality conversion ensures that video splitting quality is not lost. Importantly, you can easily insert video clips into any container for future editing work.

1) Split AVI Video into several Smaller Files The Video Splitter for AVI files software is a powerful video clipping and splitting tool to split large AVI video files into several smaller clips. With the fastest conversion speed, 5Star AVI Video Splitter Activation Code can help you split a large AVI video files into
several smaller clips in a few clicks with few video conversion resources. Key features of 5Star AVI Video Splitter are as follows: Split AVI videos according to the marked position or time: 5Star AVI Video Splitter can split large AVI video files into several smaller clips and the output media is not limited to

the format supported by your operating system. If you want to split your AVI video file into several smaller clips according to the time or the marked position, this video clip split tool is the right choice for you. Set the output clips' position and time; The relative position of each output clip is detected. Split
AVI file into the given times: 5Star AVI Video Splitter can split your large AVI video files into several smaller clips and the output media is not limited to the b7e8fdf5c8
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The AVI Splitter is the best way to split an AVI file into several smaller clips or cut or trim the video clip. Filed under Advertisement Advertisement Post navigation AVI Video Splitter 9.2.0 AVI Video Splitter is a professional and easy to use piece of software designed to trim, split or cut a large AVI video file
into several smaller clips. And compared with other Video Splitters, 5Star AVI Video Splitter has so many additional features. 5Star AVI Video Splitter provides different splitting method to make splitting easy. It offers split manually and automatically. It also splits equal parts by time. The very user-friendly
and easy-to-use interface lets you easily preview video files. Very quick conversion speed and no quality is lost! The AVI Splitter is the best way to split an AVI file into several smaller clips or cut or trim the video clip. AVI Splitter Main Features 1. Easy to use: The AVI Splitter is the best way to split an AVI
file into several smaller clips or cut or trim the video clip. Only a few clicks are needed to split an AVI into several clips. 2. Works well with almost all AVI files: The AVI Splitter software has been developed for splitting AVI video files and it can split any AVI file, including WMV and MP4, onto multiple files. 3.
Fastest: 5Star AVI Video Splitter is the fastest and easiest way to split any video file into several smaller clips. 4. Works well with almost any video player: With the help of the 5Star AVI Video Splitter, you can split a video file into several clips and then play the clips easily with almost any video player. 5.
Support AVI, WMV, MKV, MP4 and MPEG-4, etc: The AVI Splitter supports splitting AVI, WMV, MKV, MP4 and MPEG-4 formats (such as AVI to WMV, MKV, MPEG-4, ASF, Divx, Xvid, H.264, XVID, AVI to MPEG-4, MKV, ASF, Divx, XVID, H.264, XVID) and muxed.MOV and.MP4 files into several smaller clips. How to
Split AVI Files? 1

What's New in the 5Star AVI Video Splitter?

Very easy to use! 5 Star Video Splitter is a powerful and professional AVI software and AVI video splitter. It enables you to split huge AVI video files into several smaller files. Then, you can cut a few segments from the video clip. The best video editing solution. It splits or cut AVI files of various formats.
5Star AVI Video Splitter is a video editing software that can cut and split AVI files. AVI is an uncompressed video format that is supported by most Windows systems. With this tool, you can cut or split video files to make a few video clips. 5Star AVI Video Splitter helps you to enhance the video quality by
trimming or cutting the useless parts. And you can get some good video results after splitting AVI files. The powerful tools will also make it easier for you to enhance and edit AVI files. System Requirements: Windows Vista. Windows 7. Windows 8. Windows 10. Windows XP. Features of 5Star AVI Video
Splitter Cut-ompletely split or trim your entire AVI file. Cut off a part of your AVI file. Split (or cut) video file into several smaller parts. Equal Split: Split video file equally by time. Split by picture number: Divide video file into several parts by picture number. Split by video size: Split video file into several
parts by video size. Split by channel: Divide video file into several parts by channel. Split by audio tracks: Divide video file into several parts by audio tracks. Split by speaker: Divide video file into several parts by speaker. Break the file into a series of video clips. Create two or more video files from one
single video clip. Incorporate your clip into other video files. Record video output onto a video file. Preview your files during editing. Support most common multimedia formats and devices. Get the best video quality. Convert multiple video files to various video and audio formats. Recompress to AVI or
MPEG-4 file. Transcode to a mobile phone, iPod, PSP or other portable players. Easy to use! You can directly split and cut AVI files from 5Star AVI Video Splitter. It does the work automatically. There is no
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System Requirements For 5Star AVI Video Splitter:

Windows 8 / Windows 7 32-bit / 64-bit 1.6 GHz AMD Athlon or AMD FX, Intel Core 2 Duo or Core 2 Extreme processor or newer 2 GB RAM (4 GB Recommended) 4 GB hard disk space for installation DirectX 11 (11.1) 1024 x 768 display resolution 10 GB of free disk space 5.1 or greater surround sound
system (otherwise, the game may not sound as good) Note: The ability to connect to the Internet is
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